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About the Author—Ellis Washington, J.D.—I went to Harvard Law School with future
POTUS Barack Hussein Obama for 1 year (1988-89), but took the opposite path in Life—
Communism, Treachery, Pedophilia & Satanic Ritual Abuse vs. Christianity, Conservatism,
Protecting Children & TRUMPism. I refused to take “The OATH”! To escape the Rothschild
Khazarian Mafia Matrix, read and share my Critical Thinking Blog @
EllisWashingtonReport.com. #DCActof1871

KM financed the Dominion and Smartmatic voting machines used to steal the election from

Trump in 2020 and in hundreds of countries and in thousands of elections – casting over 5

billion votes worldwide since their invention in 1995, prove that the Rothschild Khazarian

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image.png
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Mafia doesn’t believe in the right to vote, they believe in the illusion of the right to vote.

~ Ellis Washington

Real Jews vs. Babylonian Talmudic “Jews”

Scientific FACT! Historically there were Real Jews [= Jesus and the Bible Prophets] vs. Fake

Khazarian Mafia Jews [= Babylonian Money-Magick, Talmudic “Jews” of Slavic, Caucasian

ethnicity]. Whose voice is speaking in the above meme? THINIK! Eugenics Racism: Prime

Minister Begin characterizing his people as “the master race”, as “divine Gods on this planet”

and all other races of the world as “inferior races” and “insects” to presumably be eradicated

all has an odd ring to it, doesn’t it? THINK! Adolph Hitler (a Khazarian Jew and a direct

descendant (grandson on his mother’s side) of Nathan Rothschild) who was secretly

supported by the Rothschilds literally from birth and raised from obscurity as a Manchurian

Candidate to wage war against his allegedly own Jewish people using his Democidal Eugenics

Nazi worldview to murder over 20 million people (including 6 million Jews) during World

War II.

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/2020/06/26/infowars-interview-of-jay-dyer-eugenics-2020/
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Wedgwood vs. Darwin and Galton — Liberty vs. Evolution & Eugenics Slavery

Real History Alert! THINK! Charles Darwin, son of a Protestant minister and grandson

(through his mother’s side) of the legendary engraver and potter, Josiah Wedgwood from

whose famous picture below helped lead to the abolition of slavery in England (1832) and

eventually in America (1865). Wedgwood’s original medallion and the thousands of

medallions and posters made from this original art was published worldwide and perhaps

saved tens of millions of Black lives from generational servitude by publicizing the horrors of

Slavery for the Abolitionist movement in such a dignified and transcendent manner.

https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&sxsrf=ALeKk01OjGtOwwq5Ajne1Qb4b522vE51sQ%3A1615064672497&source=hp&biw=1098&bih=475&ei=YO5DYO2nG8yWsAWNwaGIBA&q=year+of+wedgewood%27s+abolition+medallion&oq=year+of+wedgewood%27s+abolition+medallion&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQAzoFCAAQsQM6CAgAELEDEIMBOgIIADoGCAAQBRAeOgYIABAIEB46BAgAEBhQ0g1Y-NYBYKfiAWgPcAB4AYAB4gGIAfclkgEGNDcuNC4xmAEAoAEBqgELZ3dzLXdpei1pbWc&sclient=img&ved=0ahUKEwjt19zgyJzvAhVMC6wKHY1gCEEQ4dUDCAc&uact=5
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circa 1787 – a kneeling slave in chains surrounded by the words ‘Am I not a man and a brother?’

acquired universal recognition as the emblem of the abolitionist campaign. {Design was commissioned

by master potter Josiah Wedgwood (1730-95), grandfather of Charles Darwin (1809-82), father of

Evolution Atheism} 

However, Wedgwood’s grandson, Charles Darwin’s Evolution Atheism and Cousin Francis

Galton’s (1822-1911) Eugenics Racism (which Darwin ascribed to) cost perhaps billions of

lives to this Day—through democidal psychopaths like Leopold II (genocide of the Congo),

Iranian Ayatollahs (Armenian Holocaust, 1915-20), Lenin, Stalin, Mussolini, Franco, Hitler

and the Nazis, Mao, Pol Pot, Kim Il Sung, etc. who all subscribed to Darwin’s atheism and

eugenics racism worldview inherent in his evolution theory.

THINK! With this ignoble lineage of democide and genocide down through the ages, why

then is Evolution Atheism and Eugenics Racism still proudly taught as irrefutable dogma at

virtually every college and university on Earth causing billions of students over the past 160

years who accepted this evil pseudo-science propaganda along with Marxism (Socialism,

Communism) to lose their eternal souls? Answer: Because Rothschild Khazarian Mafia and

Babylonian Talmudic Money-Magick funds virtually all public, private schools and colleges in

America and throughout the world – Because he who educates Fools always gets to make

the Rules!

Irony Alert! Darwin’s famous “scientific” voyage to the Galapagos Islands as the resident

naturalist aboard the H.M.S. Beagle in 1831 was ostensibly made to catalogue different

species of plants and animals, but in actuality was a prelude to pervert the history and

Biblical origins of Mankind with the publication of his scientism (fake science) books, On the

Origin of the Species (1859) and The Descent of Man (1871).

https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_596365
https://www.renewamerica.com/columns/washington/150418
https://lawandreligion.com/sites/law-religion/files/Social-Darwinism-Washington.pdf
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Of course Darwin (Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, Weber, and many, many other scientists and

academics, philosophers and intellectuals since the last quarter of the 17th century) were

virtually all financed with Rothschild (Fake Jewish Khazarian Mafia) money, (including all

his books, essays, articles, and lecture tours) proposing his Theory of Evolution Atheism and

Eugenics Racism which brought with it instant national and international fame and celebrity.

Why were the Rothschilds interested in financing this obscure naturalist with no scientific

expertise in either biology or zoology? Following the Kabbalah Law of Opposites and

Babylonian Talmudism, the Rothschild Khazarian Mafia funded these anti-intellectual

enterprises with the specific intent to deconstruct and ultimately destroy Christianity by

pushing the academic atheism Big Lie that mankind is no different than the animals, and in

fact descended from them.

Copernicus, the Jesuits, the Catholic Church and Heliocentrism

The Rothschild-Darwin-Evolution Conspiracy was part of an even bigger Grand Conspiracy

dating back to the 1500s. Thanks to Copernicus (1473-1543), Jesuit influence and Catholic

church money the Big Lie was made to switch from a Geocentric flat Earth worldview that

existed in the writings and legends of all ancient societies including the Old and New

Testament Bible, to the new Heliocentric ball/globe Earth worldview. Darwin’s cousin,

Francis Galton would invent the theory of Eugenics – “is the practice or advocacy of

improving the human species by selectively mating people with specific desirable hereditary

traits. It aims to reduce human suffering by “breeding out” disease, disabilities and so-called

undesirable characteristics from the human population.” History, Logic and experience all

demontrate that Evolution has no basis in science, religion or truth.  

Result of following Heliocentrism? If the earth isn’t the center of the universe, then

humans aren’t special, if humans aren’t a special part of creation then there is no God, no

Jesus, no Holy Ghost, no Special Creation, only Nihilism and Chaos, Time and Relativity, and

“Survival of the Fittest” where the “Natural Selection” or Natural Order of the universe is to

champion the advance, rich and strong people and nations (who the Nazis called

“Ubermensch” [e.g., superior people, superhuman]) preying on the primitive, poor and weak

people and nations (who the Nazis called “Untermensch” [e.g., inferior people, subhuman)

into perpetuity. This in synopsis is the goal of Agenda 2030, Globalism and the New World

Order.

Prologue—How Satan Used Fake Jews [Khazars] to Enslave the World for

nearly 2,000 Years?!?

According to Wikipedia the Khazars “were a semi-nomadic Turkic people with a

confederation of Turkic-speaking tribes that in the late 6th century CE established a major

commercial empire covering the southeastern section of modern European Russia, southern

Ukraine, Crimea and Kazakhstan.” *N.B.: Historically the ethnic Khazar empire extended to

the beginning of the 2nd century (100 AD), not the late 6th century.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heliocentrism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nomad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkic_people
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This multi-part essay will summarize the 2,000 year history of the Khazarian Mafia and how

their simple but devastatingly evil tactics have enslaved the world in human slavery, child sex

trafficking, debt-slavery, perpetual wars, famine, disease, democide, genocide and much,

much more global wickedness. Below is a summary of some of the incredible forbidden

history I’ve discovered based on a 2015 essay published in Covert Geopolitics by writers,

Preston James and Mike Harris titled, Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian

Mafia.

On 2 March after reading James and Harris detailed and very interesting essay, I made the

following post on my Facebook page—INCREDIBLE HISTORY OF THE KHARZARIAN

MAFIA [Rothschild Family = Central Bankers in 209 Countries throughout the World =

Owners of 80% of the World’s Wealth = $500 TRILLION!!]

https://geopolitics.co/…/hidden-history-of-the…/

Why weren’t We the People taught this forbidden History in our Public Schools, Private

Schools & in our Colleges? HINT: the Khazarian Mafia controls the Cult of

[Mis-]EDUCATION throughout the world. 

America’s #1 Ally throughout History = Russia (not England or Israel)

We the People were always taught England was our closest ally followed closely by Israel…

Wrong! It was always RUSSIA!—100% THERE WOULD BE NO U.S.A. WITHOUT OUR

FAITHFUL ALLY, RUSSIA WHO FOUGHT WITH US IN MANY WARS FOR U.S.

SURVIVAL – FROM THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, WAR OF 1812, CIVIL WAR, WW I, WW

II, COLD WAR, SYRIAN WAR . . . Right up to TODAY as co-leader of the Anti-New World

Order called, “The Alliance.” This is why since the Apotheosis of President Donald J. Trump

(15 June 2015) Russia and President Vladimir Putin have been Public Enemy #1 and

demonized relentlessly by the Khazarian Mafia fake Jewish media. It’s the

Rothschild/Illuminati favorite war tactics—Nation Deconstruction through Divide-and-

conquer, Infiltration over Invasion, Perversion over Truth. However, their KM tactics didn’t

work and Trump and Putin, America and Russia remain a central part of “The Alliance”—a

Globalist network of world leaders like India, China (w/o the CCP), Japan, Taiwan, Brazil,

Australia, Burma, Vietnam, etc… allied together to defeat the Illuminati Satanic Secret

Society New World Order Networks and the Rothschild Debt-Slavery Central Banking cabals.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/?fbclid=IwAR3Wk2Zy4k9kV1MlpTAgyo5HDcIxqX2w0bsjyEvtyjwZKXM7E2JNgYenfk8
https://faisalkhan.com/central-banks/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/?fbclid=IwAR3Wk2Zy4k9kV1MlpTAgyo5HDcIxqX2w0bsjyEvtyjwZKXM7E2JNgYenfk8
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“The KM Rothschild private Fiat Counterfeit Banksters plot eternal revenge against
the American Colonists and Russia who assisted them for losing the Revolutionary
War:When the Rothschilds lost the American Revolution, they blamed the Russian
czar and the Russians for assisting the colonists by blockading British Ships.”
“They swore eternal revenge on the American colonists, just as they had when the
Russians and their allies crushed Khazaria in 1,000 AD. The Rothschilds and their
English oligarchy that surrounded them plotted ways to retake America, and this
became their main obsession. Their favored plan is to set up an American central
bank, featuring Babylonian money magic and secret counterfeiting…”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

REAL JEWS ALERT! Less than 3% of all Jews living in Israel TODAY have ancient Judaic-

Hebrew DNA. 80% of the Palestinians have ancient Judaic-Hebrew DNA.

“Recent peer-reviewed Johns Hopkins genetic research by a respected Judaic MD shows
that 97.5% of Judaics living in Israel have absolutely no ancient Hebrew DNA, are
therefore not Semites, and have no ancient blood ties to the land of Palestine at all. By
contrast, 80% of Palestinians carry ancient Hebrew DNA and thus are real Semites, and
have ancient blood ties to Palestinian Land. This means that the real anti-Semites are the
Israelis who are stealing Palestinian lands in order to build Israeli settlements, and it is the
Israelis who are the ones tyrannizing and mass-murdering innocent Palestinians.” 
~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia
(2015)

*N.B.: Listen to the short video at the end by David Icke, “The Bloody Rothschild”. It has a

song at the end by Pedo-exposer extraordinaire, Isaac Kappy (assassinated 13 May 2019)

mocking the Rothschild Family and their Satanic hold over humanity since the advent of the

Khazarian Mafia in 100 AD.

GOOD NEWS—President TRUMP since his first day in office (20 Jan. 2017) has made a

major priority of his administration to putting an end forever to the Khazarian Mafia

worldwide! A recurrent Q post declares—”Britain and Israel will be last.” [Meaning:

exposure, indictment, arrest, imprisonment, execution of all traitors and their allies, to have

all assets seized, and in certain cases said countries (like Washington, D.C., the Vatican, City

of London) will be seized by the military, deconstructed and destroyed].”

A Brief History of the Khazarian Mafia (100 – 1000 A.D.)

Because of the length and complexity of the subject matter, I will perhaps do a 3-part essay

series to cover this important, but neglected history of humanity. I will use all of the subtitles

and key paragraphs from the James and Harris essay and add my own narrative

demonstrating how these Rothschild-Khazarian Mafia evil tactics and demonic strategies are

still used to enslave nations and governments and to trick the people of the world to fight

each other while ignoring the invisible Devil in the room with us who are guilty of fomenting

this Globalist chaos right up to today, March 2021.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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Exhibit A: The existential Covid-19 pandemic hoax. It

was just like 500 years ago when the Sun and Idol

Worship Cult known as the Catholic Church through

their fanatic faction, the Jesuits, financed and

promoted Copernicus and the Heliocentric worldview

of the earth over the Geocentric worldview that existed

from the most ancient texts to the 1550s. More on this

topic later.

100-800 AD – an incredibly Evil Society

Emerges in Khazaria:

“Khazarians develop into a nation ruled by an evil
king, who had ancient Babylonian black arts,
occult oligarchs serving as his court. During this
time, Khazarians become known to surrounding
countries as thieves, murderers, road bandits, and
for assuming the identities of those travelers they
murdered as a normal occupational practice and
way of life.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the

Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

The Khazars & Ancient Identity Theft

You’ve probably heard of the Thuggee Cult

where we get the term “Thugs”, and the

Assassin Cult? These killer cults derived from

the Arab Bedouin tribes which later became

part of the Muslim religion under Mohammed

in the 7th century right up to the Modern Era

of today. The Thugees were masters of

disguise and deceit oftentimes dressing up as

fellow travelers, going great distances with

their marks, waiting for the perfect moment

to spring their trap – to strangle their victims

with a noose or choke them with a

handkerchief before burying them and

assuming their identity, while the Assassins

were political killers whose were expert at killing key political rulers, kings, and rulers that

could and did change the course of that nation and world history.

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-1.png
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-2.png
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thuggee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assassination#Etymology
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Later in Europe in the 1500s the term “Highway Men” began to appear. Gangs of thieves who

would rob and prey upon would be travelers on the roads throughout Europe during this

period. The ancient Khazars did not invent these cults cited above, however, between 100-

800 AD it would be the Khazarians who would perfect these merciless, thieving tactics and

later perfected an even more sinister aspect beyond the stealing of people’s things and

possessions—the stealing people themselves, by stealing people’s identities. Identity theft of

course required more sophisticated ingenuity, long-term planning, stealth, and psychological

skills to pull it off, but the Khazars have perfected this Satanic craft of deceit and bloodlust

for nearly 2,000 years. 

800 AD – The Ultimatum is delivered by Russia and other surrounding nations:

“The leaders of the surrounding nations, especially Russia, have had so many years
of complaints by their citizens that, as a group, they deliver an ultimatum to the
Khazarian king. They send a communique to the Khazarian king that he must choose
one of the three Abrahamic religions for his people and make it his official state
religion and require all Khazarian citizens to practice it, and socialize all Khazarian
children to practice that faith.”
“The Khazarian king was given a choice between Islam, Christianity and Judaism.
The Khazarian king chose Judaism, and promised to stay within the requirements laid
out by the surrounding confederacy of nations led by the Russian czar. Despite his
agreement and promise, the Khazarian king and his inner circle of oligarchs kept
practicing ancient Babylonian black-magic, also known as Secret Satanism. This
Secret Satanism involved occult ceremonies featuring child sacrifice, after “bleeding
them out”, drinking their blood and eating their hearts.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

Remember the ancient Khazarians were ethnically Slavic (being originally near the area

known today as southeastern section of modern European Russia, southern Ukraine, Crimea,

and Kazakhstan). I guess part of their original territory, Kazakhstan, is where the name

“Khazars” originates and being racially white for the word, “Caucasian” derives from the

Khazarian ancient territory bordering the Caucasus Mountains.

The Khazars were irredeemably a very warlike and criminal tribe, wholly devoted to

paganism, the Babylonian occult magick arts and worshippers of Baal, which is the Satanic

deity mentioned often times in the Old Testament associated with cannibalism and

bloodletting, the sacrificing of children and babies. When we read of Baal worship in the

Bible it was always in the context of the real Jews of the Bible (Israel) becoming entangled

with paganism and being influenced by the pagan Canaanite and other idolatrous nations

that surrounded them in the Promised Land, thus the nation of Israel frequently practiced

the evil, Satanic ways of the Egyptians, Canaanites, Edomites, Ammonites, Moabites,

Philistines, Jebusites, Hittites, etc.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Highwayman
https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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“In order to fool the confederacy of nations led by Russia that were watching
Khazaria, the Khazarian king melded these Luciferian black-magick practices with
Judaism and created a secret Satanic-hybrid religion, known as Babylonian
Talmudism. This was made the national religion of Khazaria, and nurtured the same
evil that Khazaria was known for before. Sadly, the Khazarians continued their evil
ways, robbing and murdering those from surrounding countries who traveled through
Khazaria…”  
“Khazarian robbers often attempted to assume their identities after they murdered
these visitors, and became masters of disguises and false identities — a practice they
have continued even to this very day, along with their child-sacrifice occult
ceremonies, which are actually ancient Baal Worship.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

During this period of history we see here that the Khazarians wantonly breached the terms of

the treaty with the Russian Confederation to stop stealing and killing travelers through their

lands and at the threat of total annihilation forced the Khazars to adopt an Abrahamic

religion. The Khazars chose the Judean religion as a means to teach future generations of

Khazarians to reform themselves through faith in the God of the Jews, but as with everything

Khazarian the Devil is always in the details. For hundreds of years (800-1200 AD) they

wantonly lied and broke their Treaty of Non-hostility and Bloodletting with the Russian

Confederation by not following true Judaism, but secretly creating a new syncretistic Satanic

religion—Babylon Talmudism which combined Judaism with their ancient pagan religion of

Babylonian Occult Magick and Baal-Satan worship (aka “Secret Satanism”).

*Q: What part of the world are the Khazarians in today? Are the Khazarians still assuming

the identities of other cultures, if so, who? What family or families are represented by the

Khazarian Mafia. Hint: Ashkenazi Jews that descended from Eastern Europe and Russia

have the answer in plain sight contained in their very name which descends from their

ancient land Khazaria and Kazakhstan.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/image-3.png
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1,000-1,200 AD – Russia and the surrounding nations have enough and take

action:

“About 1,200 AD, the Russians led a group of nations surrounding Khazaria and
invaded it, in order to stop the Khazarian crimes against their people, which included
kidnapping of their young children and infants for their blood sacrifice ceremonies to
Baal. The Khazarian king and his inner court of criminals and murderers came to be
known as the Khazarian Mafia (KM) by neighboring countries.”
“The Khazarian leaders had a well-developed spy network through which they
obtained prior warning and escaped from Khazaria to European nations to the west,
taking their vast fortune with them in gold and silver. They laid low and regrouped,
while assuming new identities. In secret, they continued their Satanic child blood and
sacrifice rituals, and trusted Baal to give them the whole world and all its riches, as
they claimed he had promised them, as long as they kept bleeding out and sacrificing
children and infants for him.” 
“The Khazarian king and his court Mafia plotted eternal revenge against the Russians
and the surrounding nations that invaded Khazaria and drove them from power.”

~ Preston James and Mike Harris – Hidden History of the Incredibly Evil Khazarian Mafia (2015)

By 1200 AD the Khazarian Mafia’s 400 year hoax of faking repentance under their fake

Jewish identity had not impressed the Russian Confederation according to the explicit terms

of the Non-Aggression treaty they signed with the Khazarian King in 800 AD. The fallout? In

about 1000 AD the Russian Confederation surrounded and invaded Khazaria, killed many of

them, drove the remaining Khazars out of the land where for 400 years they became a semi-

Nomadic tribe that eventually settled in England and throughout eastern and western

Europe. The Khazars swore eternal revenge against Russia for driving them out of their

homeland Khazaria in the 11th century AD. More on that Khazarian history in Part II of this

essay.

March 2021—Examples of Khazarian Kabbalah Cult [Opposite] Tactics aka CIA

Project MK-Ultra, Project Monarch, Operation Mockingbird

What is a Monarch butterfly? It is a species of insect (there’s that word again that Prime

Minister Begin used in my thumbnail meme above) that goes through a complete

transformation (transfiguration) in its development from pupa to butterfly through the

process of metamorphoses. As masters of disguise for nearly 2000 years, the Khazarians and

their contemporary allies in the modern intelligence agencies and secret police that the

Khazarian Mafia created and/or infiltrated (e.g., OSS, NKVD, Schutzstaffel [SS], Gestapo,

Stasi, CIA, FBI, NSA, Mossad) have taken over virtually all media and social media through

various CIA mass programming from the early 1950s called “Operation MK-Ultra” or

“Operation Monarch” (naming their project after the transfiguration of the Monarch

butterfly) in a perversion of nature with how KM could program the minds of the world to

bow to their will.

https://geopolitics.co/2015/03/11/hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/
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You must understand that the Khazarians are worshippers of Satan through the guise of fake

Judaism (e.g., Babylonian Talmudism, Secret Satanism), therefore, these fake Khazarian

Jews following the Kabbalah Cult of the Law of Opposites actually hates God, hates Jesus

Christ, hates the Holy Ghost, hates the Bible which is the Word of God, and everything

associate with it including all of humanity that are not “Jews”. Therefore, using Kabbalah

Jewish Cult tactics or Laws of Opposites, the Khazarian Mafia has over the past 2,000 years

perfected the tactics and strategies of infiltration over invasion, disguising lies as truth,

delusion as reality, perversity as conventional thinking while incrementally transfiguring

(metamorphosing) society to conform to its Satanic will. This is the evil intent of the

Rothschild, Rockefeller, Soros, Monarchy, Secret Societies, 13 Illuminati Bloodline Families,

New World Order which extends back thousands of years in history under other names in

order to disguise their original evil intent to supplant God and genocide his creation for the

glory of Satan.

Introducing Jaden Benn – host of Citizen Man TV Reloaded

For example, I recently discovered a very talented young blogger named Jaden Benn, host of

Citizen Man TV Reloaded. This is his third YouTube channel because…you guessed it, the

Technocracy Tyrants (all Khazarians) have taken his channel down and demonetized it – not

for spreading lies (which would be his First Amendment right to do), but for spreading the

Truth in a most entertaining, compelling, profound and effective manner, making Jaden

Benn a very dangerous person to the KM cabal, thus Citizen Man became Citizen Man TV,

became its current iterations—Citizen Man TV Reloaded and Citizen Man 2.0.

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/2020/09/17/kabbalah-cult-2020-jewish-perversion-and-the-law-of-opposites/
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Doctrine-of-the-Rabbinic-Kabbalah.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX8UHMBMn9IQRKMctdl9pZg
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Jaden in his recent show— “#TRUMP  allies conduct ops against the global swamp: #Pompeo 

was key” beg.@45:26 stated the following regarding the protest in Myanmar (Burma) over

the military takeover of the President Aung San Suu Kyi and leaders of her Nationalist Party.

Jaden says, “Let’s read this article and try to figure out exactly what’s happening, ‘Mass

protests have been taking place in Myanmar since the military seized control on Feb. 1.’”

Jaden then interrupts the reading of the Khazarian Mafia fake news story to add his

iconoclastic truth bombs—“But wait a minute, I read that the last swamp rat article said,

“some protests” in “some neighborhoods”, so why is BBC fake news saying, “mass protests”?

Well yes, because they are going to take the sub-footage from some protests and broadcast it

to the rest of the world as mass protests giving the false impression that a minority of people

is actually the majority.”

Jaden Benn continues his probing analysis – “Kind of like what the fake news is doing here—

By saying, Well Biden got 80 million votes; the majority of people voted for Biden when in

fact Trump won by a landslide [81% of the vote, possibly over 100,000,000 votes!] which

means the majority of the people voted for Biden.”

Why would the Khazarian Mafia Fake Corporate Media put so much money and such

tremendous amounts of resources in confusing the people with fake news? The Devil is in the

details. in ancient times they extrinsic measures to enslave people (e.g., chains, shackles,

whips). Today slavemasters of the world, the Khazarian Mafia uses more effective means to

enslave people (e.g., Social media, fake pandemics [Covid-19], media monopolies, Debt-

Slavery). As I wrote in an earlier essay titled, If you are Free, then Why have you been a Slave

for the past 150 Years?—

“Open your eyes America! Wake up America!! What do you think is going on right now with

nearly 100,000 U.S. military troops in DC…? A PICNIC?! THINK! A few days ago [1 Feb.

2021], the Burmese Military taking over and arresting Globalist Darling President Ang Sang

SUU KYI and her ENTIRE cabinet for election fraud for using SMARTMATIC voting

machines to steal the 2020 election in Burma. Why did this make the Biden Administration

(including the Globalists, the United Nations, and the Democrat Party) so upset?”

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/trump
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/pompeo
mailto:beg.@45:26
http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/2021/02/15/if-you-are-free-then-why-have-you-been-a-slave-for-the-past-150-years/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/hmm-biden-white-house-outraged-burmese-military-arrests-countrys-leaders-alleged-voter-fraud/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/02/01/aung-san-suu-kyi/
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I then continued with a series of mental declarations regarding Burma—”THINK! The largest

poppy fields in the world. THINK! Heroine supply lines being threatened, deconstructed,

destroyed by the Burmese Military working with President Trump (that’s right, he’s still

POTUS). THINK! Child Trafficking and Adrenochrome worldwide supply chains being

exposed, broken, criminals captured. THINK! The liberation of millions and millions of

children and babies worldwide (including in DC and under the White House and Capitol Hill

grounds) being rescued from underground tunnel networks and torture chambers. THINK!

Deep State Millionaire and Billionaire Elites not having their Satanic fix = eating the flesh

and drinking the blood of innocent little children and babies for their depraved Satanic

rituals of Power and Dominance! This New World Order Satanic Cult has been going on in

one form or another for hundreds and thousands of YEARS!”

To understand the truth about any historical subject, always follow the $$$ and if you are

reading or listening to any slave or puppet of the Khazarian Mafia empire, to understand or

arrive at their truth, do the opposite of what you see or hear from these Professional Liars!

http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/image-4.png
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Circa 1300 BC—Ancient Israel practicing Baal

worship [mentioned 132 times in the Bible]     (e.g.,

Moloch, Molech). Baal worship which included

horrific baby torture, bloodletting and burning

sacrifices to Satan as fertility rites derived from the

ancient Canaanites (children of Cain {= King, the 1st

murderer cited in the Bible} whose land God gave to

the Israelites. The Rothschild-Khazarian Mafia

resurrected these abominable practices from 100 AD

until today, 2021.

*N.B.: Part II will cover the History of the

Khazarian Mafia: 1200-1800 AD, Part III

will cover 1800-2021.
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What the Failures of FDR’s Court-packing

Bill Predict about Biden’s Supreme Court

Commission

“If anything would make the Court look

partisan, it would be that—one side

saying, ‘when we’re in power, we’re going

to enlarge the number of judges so we

would have more people who would vote

the way we want them to”  ~ Justice Ruth

Bader Ginsburg The United States

Supreme Court has served as a […]

The 1619 Project’s Historical Devolution v. The 1776 Patriotic Revolution

“Providence has been pleased to give this one connected country to one united people—a

people descended from the same ancestors, speaking the same language, professing the same

religion, attached to the same principles of government, very similar in their manners and

customs, and who, by their joint counsels, arms, and efforts, fighting side by side […]
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Stone Washington’s Book Review on “The Unitary Executive

Theory”

Please read my first ever published book review, providing an in-

depth examination of the 2020 book, “Unitary Executive Theory: A

Danger to Constitutional Government”, found in the May 2021

edition of the Law and Politics Book Review. This book explores the

intrinsic qualities governing the unitary executive theory,

representing the president’s use of unfettered and […]
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